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You probably won't, until you have become engrossed in the graphic
utterances and impressive photographs found in each Part of the

J&eto gorfe .rttmne

ipljotograpíjíc ^tótorp
of * ©teat Wat

Each Part Complete in Itself.
ABOUNDING IN HUMAN INTEREST
Never before has history.facts.been shown to

be so much more gripping than the most exciting
fiction. You forget the pen pictures of even great
novelists, but the inspiring, attention-holding text
of this great achievement.prepared by Dr. Francis
Trevelyan Miller and a big force of other trained
historians.indelibly stamps itself upon your
memory.
YOU CAN'T FORGET THE PICTURES
Pictures, taken by over 200 special photographers
under the most trying conditions, are bountifully

reproduced in each Part. They tell their story of
the Great War as no pen could portray it. You
think of them, study them, marvel at their fidelity,
glory in their appeal.
HAVING THE PARTS BOUND
Because of their rare value, the man who appreci¬
ates the unusual in his library immediately visual¬
izes these Parts bound in beautiful volumes. He
sees the completion of his War Library. He be¬
comes an enthusiast who is satisfied only with the
best of everything.

A FEW PARTS TO A VOLUME
As each Part is generous, it takes but few Parts to make
up a bound volume. From the first to the last Part they
will be uniform in size and printing.Cxll inches, done in
artistic Sepia Photogravure on the toughest, most durable
paper to be found.

IT IS NOT TOO LATE
TO BEGIN .SAVING
The Parts so far published may be procured at the
office of THE TRIBUNE. They will be sent post¬
paid, at 10c a Part, anywhere. The cost is insig¬
nificant.the Parts will be priceless after the war.

Get them NOW.read them TO-NIGHT.then
add one Part a week to the collection. The
most thrilling fiction ever written is flat and
lifeless compared with the work done by Dr.
Miller and his assistants in this remarkable
History.


